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Description

43 Homes
Discover stress-free Airbnb and VRBO management with 43 Homes, your dedicated partner in maximizing
your Columbus-based property's potential. Specializing in both Airbnb and VRBO, we bring a local touch
with our Columbus, Ohio roots, blending in-depth knowledge of the Central Ohio market with professional
property management expertise. 864 N High St, Columbus, OH 43215 43 Homes offers a comprehensive
suite of services to elevate your short-term rental experience:
1. Local Compliance and Licensing: We handle the complexities of local regulations, ensuring your
property meets all legal requirements.
2. Property Setup Consultation: Our team advises on optimal layout and amenities to boost your rental
income.
3. Competitive Rate Setting: We use market insights to guide you in setting attractive rental rates.
4. Listing and Booking Management: Our expertise spans across popular platforms like Airbnb and VRBO,
ensuring your property is showcased effectively.
5. Guest Communication: We manage all guest interactions, from check-in instructions to maintenance
queries, ensuring a smooth experience.
6. Community Respect: Our management includes enforcing property rules to maintain harmony with
neighbors.
7. Exceptional Guest Experience: We prioritize guest satisfaction throughout their stay.
8. Cleaning and Maintenance Coordination: Our team ensures your property is always guest-ready.
9. Effective Marketing Strategies: We implement marketing tactics to increase visibility and bookings.
10. Tax Remittance and Financial Reporting: We handle tax obligations and provide monthly financial
reports to property owners.

43 Homes Reviews
Our competitive fees align with both local and national standards, offering you a cost-effective solution for
managing your short-term rental. To learn more, contact Wayne Henry at 614-439-6180 or fill out our
inquiry form for personalized assistance. Whether you're just starting or looking to optimize an existing
rental, 43 Homes is here to help you succeed in the Columbus Airbnb and VRBO market.
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